You must tuide Robin through the
catacombs of Nottingham Forest,
in an attempt to find Maid Marion.
Avoid the trolls and banish the
baddies then find your true lovel

Keys and Treasure
The route through the castle is long
and hazardous. Robin must tnd the
keys to open doors and activate lifts.
Collect the treasure you find on the

Hearts and lives
The Same starts with three lives. Each
life has three chances. These are
indicated as the heart shapes on the
screen, Extra hearts can be found
around the castle collect six and you

have a new life. Each time you
are hit by something, you will have a
short time of invulnerability so ),ou can
get out of thê way.

will

Secret Passages
Like all castles, Nottingham is littered
with secret passaSes. lf you can find
the trigger points they will be revealed.
So get searching!.

Water and Lava
Robin can wade through water, but he

will be hun by the boiling
Beware!

Trampolines
ln the castle you
will lind trampettes

which Robin can
jump on. To get a
really high jump
bounce on the

tramp
several times.

lava.
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'n' Tips

Duck below some
arrows to miss them
Jump above some
ârrows.
Learn the thugs'firing
routines, don't iust
rush into
places.
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